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If G is a multiplicative group with elements x1, x2, .,., we define the 
commutator (x,, x2) of x1 and x2 by 
(x*, x*)= x;‘x;‘x1x2 (1) 
and simple ~o~~utffto~~ of Length n by (1) and 
for each integer n > 1. Let G, be the subgroup of G generated by all simple 
commutators of length 12. Then G = G, > G2 2 . -. 3 G, > . . . is called the 
descending central series of G and the least positive integer c (if it exists) 
such that G,, 1 = 1, the identity of G, is called the class of 6. G is said to 
be nilpotent of class c if such a c exists. Further, if G is a group generated 
by elements xt, ...f x,, then G,, / G,, I is generated by the simple com- 
mutators (JJ~, yzP -f yk) mod G, + I ~ where the u’s are chosen from x1 I -.,f x, 
and are not necessarily distinct. It foflows (cf. [ 1, p. 1521) that if G is 
generated by r elements, then Gk 1 G,, , is generated by at most rk 
elements. 
A group G has exponent y1 if n is the ieast positive integer such that 
x” = 1 for all x in G. Let F be the free group of rank k and let F” be the 
subgroup of F generated by nth powers of elements of F. Clearly F/F” is 
a group of exponent n on k generators. Moreover, every group of exponent 
n on k generators is a homamorphic image of F/F”. We may thus call F/Fe 
the freest group of exponent p1 on k generators, 
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1. THE MAIN RESULT 
We prove 
THEOREM 1. Let G be LI group of exponent n on r > 1 generators. 
~uppose~urt~e$ that G is ~~~poient of class c. Then G isfiplite with order at 
mos* rw2)n~u +cH 
Proof: Consider the descending central series G = G, > Gz > . . . 2 
G,., , = 1. For G,/G,+ 1, i= 1, 2, . . . . c, Gi is generated mod Gi+ 1 by at most 
ri elements. But these r’ elements can be chosen to be all the simple com- 
mutators of length i in the r generators and because G has exponent n, 
Gi/G, + I has order at most (8)“. Multiplying the orders of all the non- 
trivial quotient groups, we see that the order of G is at most rnrzn.. . rcn = 
r((1/2)nc(I +c)) 
In [2], it is proven that a solvable torsion group is locally finite where 
a torsion group is defined to be a group in which every element is of finite 
order and a local& finite group is defined to be a group in which every 
finitely generated subgroup of it is finite. Clearly, since there exist groups 
(e.g., S,) which are solvable but not nilpotent, the result in [2] is not 
implied by ours. On the other hand, since nilpotent groups are solvable, 
the hypotheses of the theorem in [Z] are satisfied by any group satisfying 
the hypotheses of ours but no upper bounds on the order of the group are 
produced by the conclusions. 
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